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Biological and Bioenvironmental Heat and Mass Transfer (Food Science and Technology)CRC Press, 2002
Providing a solid foundation in, and systematic treatment of, heat and mass transport, Biological and Bioenvironmental Heat and Mass Transfer covers engineering principles of heat and mass transfer. The author discusses biological content, context, and parameter regimes and supplies practical applications for biological and...
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The Essential Handbook of Ground-Water SamplingCRC Press, 2006
Tremendous improvements in ground-water sampling methodologies and analytical technologies have made it possible to collect and analyze truly representative samples to detect increasingly lower levels of contaminants—now in the sub-parts-per-billion range. Though these new methods produce more accurate and precise data and are less expensive,...
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NeuroengineeringCRC Press, 2007
Comprehensive, practical, and broad in scope, Neuroengineering offers clinical insights on revolutionary technologies from prominent neurosurgeons and neurologists. This book presents a wide range of new developments in the field and high-impact emerging technologies that are poised to change the industry, described in detailed...
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CRC Materials Science and Engineering Handbook, Third EditionCRC Press, 2000
"This is a classic work for two reasons. First, it continues the long tradition of CRC handbooks and their commitment to excellence. Second, it establishes a new standard for handbooks in terms of layout and design. There is not much to say about this work other than 'Well done!' Highly recommended for any organization dealing with materials...
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Processing Fruits: Science and Technology, Second EditionCRC Press, 2004
The 2nd edition of this book provides comprehensive and current information on a wide variety of fruits and processing techniques plus advances in scientific research and regulatory requirements.
 - Food Science and Technology Abstracts, Vol. 37 (1), 2005

This thorough and well-documented work deserves a place in the library of any...
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Modelling Urban Development with Geographical Information Systems and Cellular AutomataCRC Press, 2008
Urban development and migration from rural to urban areas are impacting prime agricultural land and natural landscapes, particularly in the less developed countries. These phenomena will persist and require serious study by those monitoring global environmental change. To address this need, various models have been devised to analyze urbanization...
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SIP Handbook: Services, Technologies, and Security of Session Initiation ProtocolCRC Press, 2008
Widely adopted by service providers to enable IP telephony, instant messaging, and other data services, SIP is the signaling protocol of choice for advanced multimedia communications signaling. Compiled by noted engineering experts Syed Ahson and Mohammad Ilyas, SIP Handbook: Services, Technologies, and Security of Session Initiation...
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Investigating Computer CrimeCRC Press, 1996
Investigating Computer Crime will prove a welcome addition to any security department's library.
-Security Management

       Investigating Computer Crime presents practical methods for gathering electronic evidence and dealing with crimes involving computers. Based on material gathered from hundreds of investigators all over the...
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Criminal Investigative FailuresCRC Press, 2008
This topic is vitally important for not only understanding the causes and prevention of failures, but for understanding and measuring success.  
—John Eck, University of Cincinnati, Department of Criminal Justice    

 For serious crimes, criminal investigators are the gatekeepers for the rest of the criminal...
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Electrical Power Equipment Maintenance and Testing, Second Edition (Power Engineering)CRC Press, 2008
Paul Gill’s original book, Electrical Equipment Testing and Maintenance (1982), and the fi rst edition, Electrical Power Equipment Maintenance and Testing published in 1997, were the fi rst two books that addressed the practical aspects of electrical testing and maintenance of power system equipment and apparatus. Both books presented testing...
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Quality Engineering Handbook, Second Edition, Revised and Expanded (Quality and Reliability)CRC Press, 2003
…a launching pad for those interested in mastering the field of quality engineering.
 Journal of Quality Technology
 
…focused toward the goals of quality engineering, quality control, and continuous improvement…a fine effort.     

       Written by the one of the foremost authorities on the subject,...
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Wind and Solar Power SystemsCRC Press, 1999
- K.G. Craig, Journal of Environmental Quality, 2006

Throughout the text, it is abundantly clear the author is a knowledgeable engineer with considerable experience in the diverse sciences and technologies that provide the foundations of wind and photovoltaic power generation. It is also obvious that he is an experienced teacher, because...
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